Successful performance by monkeys with lesions of the hippocampal formation on AB and object retrieval, two tasks that mark developmental changes in human infants.
In this study, (a) what determines success or failure on the AB and object retrieval tasks and (b) the relation between brain maturation and cognitive development as indexed by these tasks were examined. Specifically, does improved performance on these tasks with age reflect maturation of memory functions dependent on the medial temporal lobe? In AB, the S watches a reward being hidden in 1 of 2 wells; after a brief delay S reaches for that reward. The AB error consists of the S continuing to reach to the first location (A) when side of hiding is shifted to the second location (B). In object retrieval, a reward is placed in a transparent box open on 1 side. Although the reward is visible through all sides of the box, it can only be retrieved through the 1 open side. Intact cynomolgus monkeys and those with bilateral lesions of the hippocampal formation (H+) were tested. Although H+ monkeys exhibited impaired memory by performing poorly on the delayed nonmatching to sample taks, they performed well on AB at delays of 2-15 s. Performance declined as delays increased to 30 s, but H+ monkeys never showed the AB error pattern. On object retrieval, H+ monkeys succeeded quickly and efficiently, even when required to detour to the box opening. This reseach demonstrates that memory impairment alone cannot account for deficits on AB or on object retrieval and strengthens the conclusion (Diamond, 1988a, 1988b, in press) that improved performance on AB and object retrieval during infancy reflects maturation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.